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Abstract
In the age of online shopping, users are faced with an increasing number of outlets from which
a specific product can be purchased. At the same time, shoppers find themselves with less
disposable income due to current market conditions. As such a need has therefore been
created for a piece of software that supports shoppers with tracking and identifying the
lowest price of a product over time, from a variety of webstores.
This dissertation describes the work undertaken in the development of a new mobile price
tracking app, Price Tracker. The purpose of this app is to allow users to track the prices of
products from a vast array of online webstores and alert them as to when a new low price has
been found or a desired price point has been reached.
Price Tracker was developed as a mobile app to be used on a range of devices that run an
Android operating system. The current guidelines for good practice including accessibility and
usability were applied in order to guarantee a positive user experience. The basic user
requirements and design preferences were gained through a research questionnaire. In turn
a prototype was developed which then led to the implementation of the final app. The app
was then tested and reviewed by a group of respondents from the initial study. Finally
recommendations where presented for the future development of the app.
Keywords: price tracking, shopping, mobile, android, web scraping.
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Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Over the past 10 years, online retail sales have seen explosive growth within the UK retail
sector as a whole. As of 2015, online retail now represents over 8% of all retail sales within
the UK (Kesteloo & Hodson, 2015). This growth has been helped by the number of households
with access to the internet which has increased by more than 50% in the last 10 years (ONA,
2015).
As such consumers with internet access, now have access to millions of products online
through many online retailers. This in turn has empowered the consumer whereby they now
have the choice as to where they wish to purchase a specific item. This is in comparison to
traditional shopping methods where a consumer would be limited to their local shopping
outlet when purchasing goods.
As a result many more factors are now considered before making a purchase online. As
discussed by PWC, price is now a key factor when determining which online store a consumer
purchases an item from (McPartlin & Dugal, 2015). Online users generally access at least 3
websites to ascertain which store offers the most attractive service and deal (Morrison, 2015).
In order to help users monitor and track the price of a product across multiple websites, price
tracking and comparison applications have now become readily available. These applications
in turn alert users when a specific product they are tracking has reached a desired price or
new low price. The problem with many of these applications is that they only offer price
tracking on products and stores with which they have linked with their systems to via API’s. In
turn many smaller retailers cannot be found on these type of apps and their products cannot
be tracked. This restriction ultimately puts the user at a disadvantage when trying to track
and purchase an item at the lowest price possible. As such this constitutes as viable reason to
create a new Price Tracking application to help online shoppers with this process.
To ensure a new application would be successful, a number of applications currently available
on the market were investigated along with a survey to understand the preferences and
requirements of potential user’s. This analysis work is discussed in further chapters.
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1.2 Problem Statement
Current price tracking applications limit the web stores from which users can track product
prices. A new mobile application that allows users to track a product's price across multiple
websites and then alerts them as to when a desired or new low price has been reached would
be beneficial to many online consumers.

1.3 Aim
To successfully create a Mobile Price Tracking application, that allows users to track the prices
of products from a vast array of online webstores and alert them as to when a new low price
has been found or a desired price point has been reached.

1.4 Objectives
In order to meet the aim outlined above, the following objectives were created:
-

Research the problem in question and demonstrate why a mobile application provides
the most appropriate solution

-

Identify the applications currently available along with the advantages and disadvantages
of each.

-

Conduct research with a random group of individuals to understand the market
requirements on areas such as design and functionality for the new Mobile Price Tracking
application.

-

Create a design that incorporates the functionality needed by a potential user and
supports the basic accessibility and design principles associated with a mobile application
and then complete the implementation.

-

Complete the testing of the application on a sample group of individuals that responded
to the initial market research questionnaire.
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1.5 Requirements for Development
The development of the new Price Tracker Application required the use of existing software
and hardware tools available, in order to address the aim and objectives described. The
following tools were used in the development of the application:


A Samsung Galaxy S7 and Nexus 10 Emulator running the Android Lollipop operating
system. Both devices will allow the system to be tested on a live environment.



Android Studio native development software, that allows android applications to be
designed, implemented and supports database integration.



A Windows 7 operated desktop that is capable of running the development package
to create an Android Mobile Application.



Knowledge of particular programming languages including, HTML, CSS, Java, SQL and
XML.

1.6 Dissertation Outline
Chapter 2 outlines the background research on the problem and discusses the reasons as to
why a mobile tracking application is an appropriate solution. A review of the current price
tracking applications that are currently on the market place is discussed, outlining the
strengths and weaknesses of each.
Chapter 3 discusses the results of a research questionnaire undertaken with a random group
of potential users. This section then analyses these results to help identify a list of user
requirements in terms of design, features and functionality. These key requirements will then
be incorporated into the design process of the application.
Chapter 4 presents an overview of the application design. This includes a description of the
user interface and the system architecture as a well the prototype design that was developed.
Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the design including the development process. It
also identifies the problems that occurred during the development when trying to meet the
9
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objectives for the application. Finally a description as to how the problems that occurred
where solved.
Chapter 6 discusses the testing of the application through in-house testing and end-user
testing, with those users who pre agreed to test the application during the initial research
questionnaire.
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and presents an overview of the system and critically
assesses the results. It analyses whether the final system has met the initial aim and objectives
outlined in the introduction. Finally it presents any additional features or recommendations
that could be implemented for future development.
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Analysis
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an analysis of the current problem with regards to tracking a price of a
particular item across many webstores. It begins by identifying the cause of this particular
problem and then presents the possible solutions. The appropriate solution is then identified
and arguments are provided to support it. Finally this chapter includes an in depth analysis of
the applications that are currently available on the market with regards to online price
tracking.

2.2 Background Research
2.2.1 Economic Situation
The financial crisis of 2008 had a dramatic effect on consumers throughout the UK. Disposable
income steadied, then started to drop before a resurgence in the last few years (Robinson,
2015). During these difficult years consumers became more aware of the value of money and
in turn the UK saw consumer spending fall by nearly 6.5% to reach its lowest level in 2010
(Trading Economics, 2015). As a result, consumers began to focus on the value for money on
their purchases and completing more research over a longer period of time. A recent study
by GE Capital found that on more expensive items, users would spend on average 79 days
researching their product (Retailing Today, 2013). This research period also applies to smaller
items but the number of days in which this would be completed, is a lot less. Within this period
consumers would take into consideration a multitude of factors including, service, delivery,
and reviews but most importantly price. Consumers were faced with limited disposable
income and as such successfully purchasing an item at the lowest price during their buy period
became a necessity.

2.2.2 Consumer Purchasing Process
In order to purchase an item at the potentially lowest price, consumers must visit the sites
from which a product can be purchased on a frequent basis to identify if a new low price has
been reached. Depending on the number of sites a consumers checks along with the
11
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frequency they visit them, it can be an extremely time consuming and laborious task. In turn
many consumers fail to carry out this process on a regular basis. As a result they fail to
purchase an item they wish to buy at the lowest price possible during a particular period. This
results in the consumer wasting both time and money. As such consumers require support
through some means, in order to make this process both efficient and autonomous.
Appendix 1 illustrates a rich picture diagram that outlines the problem graphically.

2.3 Solutions for product price tracking
Manual online price checking by consumers is both time consuming and laborious. Alternative
solutions are available in order to support consumers including online web application and
mobile applications.
2.3.1 Price Tracking Applications
Web and mobile applications help users with tracking the price of a product during their
research period. These apps are primarily focused on the price of a product which is often the
key criteria a consumer uses when deciding to buy a particular product. Many of these
applications limited the user's choice as to which webstores they can track products from.
This limitation is defined by the developer but focuses on three key factors, webstore size,
connectivity and affiliate marketing.
Webstore size, focuses on the size of the retailers within the market as a whole. The current
internet retail structure is divided whereby a large proportion of the sales is dominated by a
few large retailers. Amazon as of 2013 had the highest share with more than 3 times the sales
of its nearest competitor (Richter, 2014). Connectivity looks at the ease of data access from
an online store. Many of the larger online stores offer a direct connection to their product
data through an application program interface (API) (Jackson et al, 2012). An API allows an
application to communicate and find data from another system. In the case of Amazon, it
allows 3rd party applications to connect to their system and extract data such as price and
display it within an app (Amazon, 2015). The third factor is affiliate marketing, which allows
users to market a product from a website which pays a commission to the user for directing
a sale to a specific site. Generally this style of marketing is only used by larger online retailers
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as it needs to be managed effectively. In turn many app developers see this method as a viable
revenue stream and in turn focus on the key retailers that offer this within the market. As
such many of the price tracking apps created are focused on large retailers and do not
consider the smaller ones.
Small online retailers however have proven to be quite competitive when it comes to price.
A recent study by MarketWatch showed that for a number of categories, Amazon is quite
often not all it seems (Hill, 2015). They found that in some categories, purchasing on
alternative websites could have saved users up to 58% (Hill, 2015). As such users of the
traditional price tracking apps would be unable to track items from smaller stores and in turn
they potentially would not be getting value for money.
2.3.2 Application Platforms
In terms of the platform from which these applications operate, both web and mobile are the
most popular. Web browser based tracking applications offer the key advantage of being
accessible from almost every device that has a web browser. However on many mobile
devices, the platform does not allow for the same functionality that would be seen on a full
browser. Secondly web based applications are unable to alert user’s immediately to price
changes. They can offer this service through a secondary medium such as email but it is often
the case that these alerts can be missed.
Mobile applications provide the same functionality as web apps but with the advantage that
the user has easy access. A report by Criteo highlights that “40% of all transactions now take
place on multiple devices, with smartphones and tablets leading the way” and this has shown
to be a growing trend (Criteo, 2015). As such, this links well with the concept of price tracking
as a high percentage of user’s shop online using their mobile device. This in turn makes a
mobile application an ideal platform from which a tracking application should operate. Mobile
apps also offer the advantage whereby they can alert the user immediately as generally users
carry their mobile on their person at all times. This is extremely beneficial for time critical
price changes, as it allows a user to benefit from a price drop before the offers expires.
In terms of the smartphone and tablet device market, Android have the largest controlling
share of the market and are expected to have had 49% of the connected device market in
13
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2015 (Richter, 2015). As such a mobile application is preferred for a price tracking solution
due to its popularity with online shoppers and Android as the platform, due its market share.
2.3.3 Price Extraction
A key issue within this application is the process that enables a user to extract the price of a
product from a webpage. Currently two main processes are available which include an API
and web scraping.
An API allows an application with direct access to product information from a webstore’s
product database, whereas web scraping is a computer software technique of extracting
information from websites. In order to evaluate the most suitable solution, the advantages
and disadvantages of both have been outlined in Table 1:

API
Advantages
 Easier connection to the data.

Web Scraping


Easy access to information on most
websites.



Able to process a large amount of data.



Easier to find the necessary data as the



Performance is good on a small amount
of data to scrape.

API is structured.


Scraping provides access to live on site
data.

Disadvantages
 Separate API’s needed for each webstore  Performance can be slow on a large
and limited availability.


Not up to date on a lot of smaller stores  Some webpages may not support
as they are put to the bottom of the
priority list.



amount of data.

API’s have rate limits.

scraping due to a poor html structure.
 Website structure needs to remain the
same if data it to be regularly scraped.

Table 1: Advantages and Disadvantages of an API and webs craping
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On review, web scraping offers a better solution when trying to extract information from any
website available online. In order to select a particular element from a webpage such as a
price, knowledge of online websites and their makeup is required.
Currently HTML defines the content, CSS specifies the styling and layout, and JavaScript
provides the behaviour of online webpages. Through these languages the price of a particular
item needs to be uniquely identified, to allow the same price on a webpage to be checked
intermittently over a period of time. A CSS selector provides a key method of completing this
task. It provides a unique “address” like description which allows a specific element such as
the price of an item to be uniquely identified on a webpage.
A further problem when using this solution is that on the whole, a CSS selector to identify a
price on a particular webstore is generally unique to each store. As such a CSS selector is
needed for each webpage from which a user wishes to track a products price.
Appendix 2 shows a basic outline of the main HTML Parsers on the market (Wikipedia, 2016).
As such a number of libraries are available to use but in this situation, one which is
implemented in Java is preferable due to its integration ease with android. As a result of
reviewing the table, Jsoup seems to be the most functionally complete. The key advantages
of Jsoup have been outlined in the table 2.
Jsoup
-

Most popular online HTML parser with a vast array of online documentation and
resources.

-

Provides the facility to traverse the HTML DOM tree.

-

Easy to understand and implement.

-

Provides the option to select a specific element via a CSS selector which is unique.

-

Java based library.

Table 2: Jsoup (Hedley, 2009)
Appendix 3 presents a rich picture diagram that summarises the solution graphically.
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2.4 Competitive Analysis
A review of the current app market was conducted to understand the most popular price
tracking applications. As such a total of four applications were selected from the google play
store. These include price grabber, price spy, price eye and price watch.
Each of the aforementioned applications were reviewed in order to gain a better
understanding of four key elements:


Price Tracking



Features



Cost



Ease of Use

2.4.1 Price Grabber
Price Grabber is one of the longest running price tracking apps on the google play store. Since
its creation in 1999 it has become extremely popular and has often been the source for many
online shopping websites to extract data (Wikipedia, 2016). It focuses on both UK and US app
markets. Pros and cons are presented in Table 3.

Figure 1 - Price Grabber Screenshots
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Pros

Cons

Price

Vast array of products with up to date

Users are limited to products from

Tracking

prices and reviews from multiple stores.

stores which price grabber has
connected with as it currently uses
API’s to connect to various stores.

Features

Allows a user to set alerts on specific

Stores products individually and as such

products.

does not compare the same products
against each other.

Barcode scanner to search for specific
products.
Cost

Cost is free to the end user.

The user is subjected to location based
advertising.

Ease of Use

Simple to use navigation that outlines

App can be slow to load products due

popular categories as well as

to the vast amount of data.

incorporating a search function.

On selection of an item it brings the
user to a full size browser within a
frame which is not easy to use.

Table 3 – Price Gabber Pros and Cons

2.4.2 Price Spy
Price Spy is a leading online shopping app which allow users to track products and notifies
them once a certain price point is met. It was created in 2000 and operates in five countries
including the UK and Ireland (PriceSpy, 2000). Pros and cons are presented in Table 4.

Figure 2 - Price Spy Screenshots
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Cons

Price

App integrates with stores through API

Users are limited to products from

Tracking

and provides price tracking and updates

stores which Price Spy has connected

on products.

with, as it currently uses APIs to
connect to various stores.

Features

Identifies price trend through

Each price is tracked singly and thus the

directional arrows.

user is alerted for each website price
change rather than for a single product.

Allows multiple sites to be tracked for
the one product.
Notification options with email and
alerts.
Cost

Cost is free to the end user.

Ease of Use

Extremely simple navigation and
selection process of products.

Table 4 – Price Spy Pros and Cons

2.4.3 Price Eye
Price eye is recent addition to the price tracking app market. It functions by allowing the user
to navigate to a particular product and then the application highlights the available prices on
that page. The user can then select the appropriate price for that item. This is the only price
scraping app on the market that functions on the vast majority of websites. Pros and cons are
presented in Table 5.

Figure 3 - Price Eye Screenshots
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Pros

Cons

Price

App allows a user to track the vast

Lacks images of the products a user is

Tracking

majority of products online.

tracking.

Features

Allows for an in app browser to be used.

Each price is tracked singly and thus the

User can then select the track option.

user is alerted for each website price

From here the user must select the

change rather than for a single product.

correct price on screen.
Allows automatic price checking.

Lacks a graph to show the pricing of a
tracked item over time.

Monitors battery life to adjust price
checking frequency.
Cost

Cost is free to the end user.

Ease of Use

Extremely simple navigation and

Some websites do not function

selection process of product prices.

correctly when highlighting the prices
on a webpage.

Table 5 – Price Eye Pros and Cons

2.4.4 Price Watch for Amazon / Walmart
Price watch for Amazon / Walmart is a basic price tracker that works for all products on
Amazon and Walmart. In terms of tracking prices, it alerts the user as to when the price
changes. It lacks in overall design but provides simple easy to use features for end users. Pros
and cons are presented in Table 6.

Figure 4 - Price Watch for Amazon / Walmart Screenshots
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Cons

Price

App uses direct API with amazon and Lacks connectivity with other stores

Tracking

Walmart.

and very basic in terms of tracking
particular items.

Features

Allows for Amazon or Walmart items No comparison option to compare
to be tracked.

similar products.

Offers both a trigger price and a

Lacks a graph to show the pricing of

threshold price to buy an item.

a tracked item over time.

Allows the user to set a deadline,
when the product will no longer be
tracked.
Notifications via email and alerts.
Cost

Cost is free to the end user.

Ease of Use

Basic interface that has minimal

Not aesthetically pleasing but

options.

provides simple easy to use
functions. Currently has a number of
bugs affecting overall performance.

Table 6 – Price Watch for Amazon / Walmart Pros and Cons

2.4.5 Key Findings
Price Grabber and Price Spy offer the largest selection of products from which a user can track
prices. Products displayed on these apps come from a number of online stores which the apps
have gained access to via APIs. They provide users with a simple user interface that allows for
product tracking and alerts on price changes. Both apps are free to use but the user is limited
to a specific set of webstores. As such users are unable to track and search for products from
any webstore.
Price Watch for Amazon / Walmart offered the most basic form of the applications reviewed. It too
connects directly to Amazon and Walmart via APIs. As such a user is also limited to track products
from only these webstores. In terms of functionality, it provides both email and phone alerts for price
changes. It also provides users with an expiry date from when the app should stop tracking a particular
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product. Design is a key disadvantage to this application and as a result makes it the least aesthetically
pleasing.
The final application Price Eye, offers the most rounded solution to supporting the tracking of prices
from any webstore. It is the only application that uniquely identifies prices on any webstore. Price Eye
uses web scraping in order to identify the price element on a page and ultimately track this over a
period of time. Items are added individually to the application and as such multiple items for the one
product could be on the main screen. This solution could be more organised with a product container
which held multiple websites that link to the same product. In terms of design and ease of use, it is
well presented and simple to use. Images of the products on the main screen would help the user
identify the products they are tracking with greater ease.
Table 7 summarises the key aspects of each application.

Price watch
for Amazon /
Walmart

Price Spy

Price
Grabber

Price Eye
(Web Scraping)

Initial cost

FREE

FREE

FREE

FREE

In-app Purchases

No

No

No

No

Main Webstores
Price Tracking

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Random Product
page Price Tracking

No

No

No

Yes

Compares Multiple
webpages of the
same item

No

Yes

Yes

No

Alerts on Price
changes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Supports broken link
editing

No

No

No

Yes

Product search
function

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Ease of Use

6/10

9/10

8/10

9/10

Advertisement

No

No

No

No

Table 7 – Competitive Analysis Summary
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2.4.9 Recommendations
The following points should be taken into consideration when designing the new application:
-

The application should allow product price tracking of an item from any webstore.

-

The application should be free to use and update the user as to when a new low price
or desired price has been reached. Navigation throughout the app should be clear and
simple. It should have a main toolbar to allow for easy navigation throughout the
activities.

-

Accessibility and usability should be a key consideration when design is considered. In
order to support the user, the app must be simple to use and function autonomously
once the user has entered a product to track. All products and prices must be clearly
legible and all within the confines of the device’s screen.

-

Efficiency and compatibility are important aspects when a user is tracking a product.
This process should retrieve and present the necessary data quickly across a range of
Android devices.

-

The application should allow the tracking of multiple prices from various webstores
for each product. It should also clearly show the product and its details to the end
user.

2.5 Summary
This chapter has presented the background research on the problem of price tracking. It has
provided arguments as to why a mobile application is most suited to this problem, as well as
the issues of extracting and tracking a price from a webpage. Results of the comparative
analysis of price tracking applications were outlined with subsequent recommendations for
the new application. This research and analysis provides strong informative material from
which a new application can be designed and developed.
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Requirements Analysis
3.1 Introduction
This chapter identifies the requirements of the end user through the use of a research
questionnaire administered to a group of local people. The results of the questionnaire are
discussed and analysed to understand the design and functionality requirements of the
research group. Finally the chapter outlines the functional and non-functional requirements
to be implemented in the application design.

3.2 Pre-requirements
As outlined in the analysis stage of the dissertation, a mobile application would provide the
most appropriate solution when it comes to price tracking and alerting the user. Android was
discussed as having the largest market share of the mobile and tablet market. As such it would
have the largest potential audience from one platform that can avail of the application.

3.3 Requirement Research
3.3.1 Research Questionnaire
Using the findings of the competitive analysis, a research questionnaire was created. The
questionnaire contained 8 questions (Appendix 4) and was distributed locally to a group of 24
random shoppers. These shoppers were aged 18+ as this age signifies someone who would
potentially have disposable income.
A total of 18 copies of the questionnaire were returned which resulted in a 75% participation
rate. As such this ensures that the study has an adequate number of questionnaire answers
to base the results on.
Also 56% of those respondent’s agreed to take part in end-user testing once the app was
complete. This allows for essential feedback to be gained from potential users which would
be considered for future development of the application.
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3.3.2 Key Findings
The results of the questionnaire were analysed in order to understand users’ online buying
habits, functionality requirements and design preferences. Figures 5 and 6 depict the findings
of the responds research period and the number of sites researched.

10+ Days
6%

Research Period

Less than 24Hrs
6%
Less than 5 Days
13%

0
Less than 24Hrs
Less than 5 Days
5 - 10 Days
10+ Days

5 - 10 Days
75%

Figure 5- Research period results

Number of Websites Researched
4-7
11%
8+
5%
1-3
4-7
8+
1-3
79%

10+ Days
10+ Days
5%

Figure 6- Number of websites researched results
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The remaining results acquired through the research questionnaire are summarised below:
-

Most participants completed 6 - 10 online purchases per year and all participants
showed they completed at least 1 purchase online per year.

-

In terms of the participants of the study, 61% were female and the remainder were
male. The age category varies across most categories, with the highest percentage
shown within the 36 - 45 category.

-

Only 2 users have used a price tracking application previously and 1 person said they
were unsure.

-

Just over 70 % said that they strongly agreed / agreed that a price tracking application
would be beneficial.

-

-

The following functions were identified by the participants as being suitable:
-

Multiple site tracking

-

Phone price alerts

-

Email price alerts

-

Notes Section

Two participants also provided other suggestions of alerting a friend as well as an in
browser function that links with the app.

-

Arial was the preferred font with over 70% of participants selecting it.

-

Colour scheme C proved the most suitable with the participants with scheme B the
second most popular

Figure 7- Preferred Colour Scheme
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Home page design proved the most popular. This design can be seen below. It
incorporates an image of the product, the title and current price as well as a
percentage change in price.

Price Tracker

Product name
% Diff
Price

Figure 8- Preferred Layout

-

10 participants said that they would be willing to participate with the application
testing once the system has been completed.

3.3.3 User Stories
The user stories in figure 9 outline the features and requirements gained from the
questionnaire respondents.

As a user I want to
navigate
throughout the
internet to find a
product I want to
purchase.

As a user I want be
alerted as to when
a new low price has
been achieved or a
desired price has
been reached.

As a user I want to
track the price of a
product from
multiple webpages
so that the best
price can be found.

As a user I want to
access this app
free of charge as
this is in line with
the function of the
app, which is to
save money.

As a user I want the
price to be checked
at specific
intervals
throughout the day
depending on a
value selected.

As a user I want the
interval time to
increase on product
price checking if the
battery on the
mobile device is
running low.

As a developer I
want users to be
able to email me
with feedback or
to report problems
that have occurred
when using the
application.

Figure 9– User Stories
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3.4 Requirements
Using the competitive analysis along with the recommendations gained through the research
questionnaire, a set of functional and non-functional requirements were identified.
3.4.1 Functional Requirements
Functional requirements describe the operations that the app should be able to perform and
its behaviours in relation to the app’s functionality. The following requirements were
considered in the design of the app:
-

The app should provide the user with means to contact the developer with regards to
possible bugs.

-

The app should allow a user to enter a web address of a particular product and allow
them to select the appropriate price for the product.

-

The app should allow the user to track multiple websites for the same product.

-

The app should periodically check the websites entered for price changes and alert
them if the price decreases or reaches a desired price.

-

The app should allow users to delete and remove products they no longer wish to
track.

-

The app should track the price of a product over a period of time and display it in a
graph.

-

The app should present the lowest price found for a product and the percentage
difference since the last check.
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3.4.2 Non-Functional Requirements
Non-functional requirements describe the characteristics and attributes of the application
rather than specific functions the application should execute. The following non-functional
requirements were incorporated into the design:

-

Availability: The system should have minimal downtime. If an update or downtime is
expected the user should be notified to minimise the impact.

-

Efficiency: The system should be efficient and minimize the resources used when
operating. The interval web scraping that may take place as a background task should
not affect the phone’s performance. The app should require a minimal amount of
storage on a mobile device. The system should be coded efficiently to ensure the best
use of resources.

-

Portability: The system should be available on a high percentage of android devices.

-

Integrity: All data entered by the user should be securely stored on the client's device.
No data will be stored on servers / off device locations.

-

Performance: The system should not be slow and ensure that users are not
experiencing delays when using the application. The web scraping time should be
minimised to ensure the user is not waiting for the app to process the data.

-

Reliability: The software should be reliable and fully tested before release. Users
should have a function to report any reliability faults, in order for the developer to
resolve any issues. The system should be available 100 % of the time. The system
should not crash.

-

Robustness: The system should cope with any external conditions that may occur on
the android device. Errors should be presented to the user and allow them to report
them.

-

Scalability: The system should be available for a range of android devices and adapt
to the specific browser settings to ensure the app is visually identical on each device.
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As the system should be stored and run on the one device it will not connect to an
external server.
-

Usability: The system should be easy to understand and to navigate with first time
instructions to guide the user as to how the system should be used.

3.5 Summary
This chapter presented the results of the research questionnaire in order to understand the
key end user requirements for the mobile application. These requirements have been
presented in user stories and broken down into functional and non-functional requirements
to be incorporated into the app design.
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Design
4.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the app design. It describes the design methodology
used and outlines the design of the user interface. This is presented in the form of a design
prototype which provides a better understanding of the layout and theme of each activity.
The functionality of the prototype is then illustrated through the use of storyboards. Finally
this chapter then presents the structure of the database through database tables and an
Entity-Relationship model.

4.2 Design Methodology
Design has become one of the key aspects of a mobile app’s success. It alone has the power
to attract and engage users but at the same time, it can discourage current and potential
users. As of 2016 Android provided three key areas to ensure the success of an application,
visual design and user interaction, functionality and performance and stability. In order to aid
developers with the design of their applications, Google created material design (Google,
2016). This is a design language developed in 2014 which offers guidelines not only on how
to design an app but also engage and direct the user, through the use of motion, style and
layout (Wikipedia, 2016).
As such these guidelines will be implemented and referred to during the design of the app.
The goal when using these guidelines when designing the graphical user interface (GUI) is to
establish accessibility and usability for the end user.

4.3 User Interface Design
The first stage in the design process began with the creation of paper based mock-ups. These
mock-ups were hand drawn and allowed for easy removal and redesign of certain
components until a preferred design was completed. These paper based mock-ups can be
found in Appendix 5. Digital mock-ups were then created to provide a more accurate example
of the preferred design which allowed for the incorporation of colour.
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4.3.1 App Mock-up’s
The mock-up’s depicted in Figures 10 & 11 present the two main activities from which the
user would interact with the app. As such these activities represent design prototypes. These
activities have the capacity to support the functional and non-functional requirements
obtained during the analysis phases.
Product Fragment –
Products that have been
added will show as
fragments on the main
screen.

Details of the product will be
shown including - Name.
- Lowest Price.
- Domain of the lowest price.
- Percentage price difference
since the last time the price
was retrieved.

Main Toolbar –
Hamburger button on the
right to enable access to
the settings menu from
where the user can adjust
the frequency the system
checks for price changes

Add a Product –
Selecting this option will
allow a product and initial
website to be added to
the list.

Figure 10- Main Screen

Product Fragment –
The product fragment
from the main screen is
also depicted in Product
Detail Screen.

Target Price –
A user can set a target
price which when met
will alert the user.

Figure 11- Product Detail Activity

Website List –
List of websites added by
the user that stock the
related product. This will
display the domain and
price.

Add a Website –
Selecting this option will
allow an additional
website to be added and
an initial website list.
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Graph –
Depending on the
selection, a graph will
present low price data or
data from a specific
website.

Figure 12- Graph Activity
4.3.2 Layout
Main screen
Figure 10 outlines the main screen which the user would be presented with on opening the
app. This screen has three main components, a title bar, main content and an action button.
It was decided that this layout was best suit for the app as it is a standard layout within many
app’s that use a list of data. The main content area provides a list of products that a user
would have added to the system. In turn this design is clear, concise and supports the
necessary information required by the users. This is known as a fragment layout within
android which supports different items collectively presented in a list style structure.
In order to support the addition of additional products in the app, a button is required. As
such the standard floating action button would support this required function. This allows a
button to appear on screen whilst there is still data displaying on the layer below it. It was
decided that this design layout was the most appropriate as it met the guidelines outlined
within the material design methodology section of the Android website.
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Product Detail Activity
The second main screen is the product screen, which is accessed by selecting a product from
the main screen. Figure 11 outlines the design of this activity which has a similar layout as the
main screen in terms of the toolbar and the action button. The main content area provides a
replica of the product fragment selected on the main screen. This was necessary as it presents
crucial data to the end user and thus is needed in the product screen. The activity also
presents a list of websites that the user has added, that also sells the main product. As such
each product can store details about multiple websites selling that particular product. This
was listed as a functional requirement so its inclusion is important.
The design also offers a target price entry which was also outlined in the requirements. This
allows the user to set a price, which when met will enable the system to notify them.
A price track graph button is also present at the bottom of the screen. This enables the user
to access another activity which presents the price changes of that product over a period of
time.
Finally as with the main screen, a button is present that would be suited to a floating action
button in Android. This button would enable the user to add additional websites where a
product can also be purchased.
Graph
In order to represent the data collected for the products and prices that were tracked, a graph
activity is required. The activity will present either the lowest prices for a product over a
period of time or the prices scraped from a particular website over a period of time.
This data will be presented in the form of a line graph as shown in Figure 12.
4.3.3 Colours
The app design contains two main colours as chosen during the end user research
questionnaire. Red highlights the main toolbar at the top of the app as well as the button to
add an additional products. The other colour is white which is used in the main background
of the content section within the app. The contrast between these two colours is great which
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allows for easy recognition of certain areas of the app as well as the content being easily read.
The font colour within the application remains black so that it is easily visible against the white
background.
In order to highlight to the end user regarding price changes, it was decided green and red
were the most appropriate colours. In everyday life these colours have contrasting meanings.
Green is seen as a positive colour and is often associated with nature and health
(Digitalskratch.com, 2016). Thus it is appropriate to signify a price drop within the app. Red
on the other hand is associated with caution or warning signs (Digitalskratch.com, 2016).
Therefore red was selected to identify price increases within the app. Figure 13 identifies the
colours used and their RGB hex code.

#ff0000

#ffffff

Figure 13- App Colours
4.3.4 Font
The font used plays an important part in the legibility of the content in the application. The
application has the potential to be used by a diverse range of users thus it is important that
they can clearly read the content within the interface. The analysis section identified Arial as
the preferred font through the research study questionnaire. As such this font was used
throughout the app to ensure consistency and readability between activities.
4.3.5 Navigation
Navigation within the application will be limited, as only a few activities are required to display
the necessary content. Navigation within a mobile device works by touching the button on
the screen that then displays the necessary information required for that activity.
Upon selecting a product from the main screen, a product detail screen will be displayed
showing the information about the product along with the websites being tracked. Android
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devices generally have a back button function on the device that enables the user to go to the
previous activity that they opened.
In order to illustrate the functions and navigation within the app prototype, storyboards have
been outlined in Appendix 6. Each storyboard outlines the possible buttons a user can press
and the subsequent actions.

4.4 Language and Libraries
The app itself will be programmed using a combination of java and XML. XML will define the
layouts as well as the look and feel of the activities a user will interact with. Java will define
the functionality of the app and enable data to be displayed within the user’s screen.
SQLite will also be used in order to create the database required to store the data related to
the app. The database created will be outlined in the next section.
In order to enable some of the functions used within the app, two additional libraries are
required which include, Jsoup (Hedley, 2009) and Picasso (Picasso, 2009). Jsoup enables the
web scraping functionality required within the app in order retrieve prices and the
CSSSelector from webpages. Picasso will enable the images of products to be displayed within
the app without the need to store the image on the device. These libraries and their
functionalities will be discussed in more detail in the implementation chapter.

4.5 Database
In order to store the necessary data, a relational database was required. To construct this
successfully, the required data was gathered in preparation of segregating it into entities and
outlining their relationships. In turn an entity relationship diagram was created to provide a
visual representation of the database. Figure 14 outlines the database entity relationship
diagram.
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Figure 14- Database Entity Relationship Diagram
The database consists of three entities which outline the key tables which include, products,
items, prices. Each table has its own set of attributes including a primary key in order to
identify a particular tuple and foreign keys to establish a link between the tables.
The products table will be used to store the products that the user wishes to track. This table
contains four attributes, id, title, image, target_price. The title and image of the product relate
only to the product and not to the website from which it can be purchased. The target price
is a price entered by the user, to define a price whereby they would like to be notified and
again this is specific to the product.
The websites table holds the information of the websites from which a product can be
purchased. As with the requirements, this was a key criteria outlined in the analysis section.
This table allows the storage of the product web address along with the unique CSS selector
that identifies the price of an item on a particular website. This also has a field to establish if
the website is active as well as a foreign key which enables the table to be filtered for websites
that relate to a specific porduct.
The final table allows for the price of an item to be tracked. As such each website will be able
to record the price found from each website after each new price is found. A foreign key is
present in this table to allow items to be filtered by the websites they were obtained from.
This information will then enable a graph to be produced to outline the prices of an item from
particular sites over a period of time.
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4.6 Architecture
Java classes form the basis of any Android mobile application. The following classes, outline
the basic template design from which the app can be created. They have been broken down
into three sections, user interface, entities and database. These sections together support the
basic display and storage of data within the application. Additional classes will be required in
order to implement some functionality aspects and thus will be discussed within the
implementation chapter. Figure 15 presents the classes in a diagrammatical format.

Key
Container Support Class
Storage Class
Entity Class
User Interface Class

Figure 15- Class Diagram

User Interface
Main Activity – This class is the main class loaded in many java mobile applications. In this
instance it outlines the content to be loaded which will come from the
MainActivityListFragment.
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MainActivityListFragment – This class will load the products stored within the
ArrayListProductStorage class, into a list style format to be displayed on the main screen.
ArrayListProductStorage – Class used to store the products within the application which are
loaded from the database.
ProductDetailActivity – Upon selection of a fragment from the list fragment, a new activity
will be launched to show the details of a product. This will include the same information
displayed for each product within the MainActivityListFragment along with the websites that
the product can be purchased from.
GraphActivity – This activity will be displayed upon selection of a button within the
ProductDetailActivity. This will present data in a graphical form over a period of time. This
would include the lowest price found for a product or website over a period of time.

Entities
Product – This class will be used to create product entities. A product entity will simply be
able to store the title and image of the product as well as the target price a user enters for
that product. It will also store the list of websites a user has entered for that particular product
to be tracked.
ProductWebPage – This class will store specific information regarding a website’s details. This
will include the link where a product can be found, the cssSelector to identify the price of an
item on the webpage and also a list of prices that have been tracked for that webpage.
Price – The price class will store prices found for a particular website over a period of time.
As such this will then enable price trends for a particular product / webpage to be displayed
in a graph.

Database
DBHelper – This class will define a relational database, which will include tables for the
aforementioned entities.
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4.8 Summary
This chapter outlined the design for the user interface within the mobile application. This
section also discussed how the navigation of the app worked and how the functions are
accessed through the use of storyboards. A discussion around the design of the relational
database was presented which included an in-depth analysis of each table and the attributes
within them that will store the application data.
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Implementation
5.1 Introduction
This chapter provides details on the implementation of the Price Tracker app. The chapter
begins by outlining the development hardware and software used and then discusses the
agile methodology implemented. The implementation is broken down into sprints which
outline the key aspects which were implemented at each stage.

5.2 Hardware and Software
A Intel core i5-4690k CPU 3.5Ghz 6GB Windows 7 64-bit operated desktop was used in the
programming of the application.
A Samsung S7 5.1 inch mobile device running Android 6.0.1 was the main device on which the
application was run and tested. A Nexus 10 emulator, which is built into Android studio was
also used for test purposes.
Android Studio was used to create the application in question. As a native development tool
for Android devices, it is the most suitable software for Android applications to be
implemented.

5.3 Prototype
In order to understand the basic outline and implementation of the project, it was a decided
a prototype would be developed. A basic prototype was created with a simple interface and
limited functionality.
The prototype presented the basic layout of the final application without the appropriate
colours and images. As such it enabled a user to enter a product url from which they would
then be presented with a title selection and price selection. This in turn would then create an
item on the main screen displaying the selected details. Appendix 7 presents screenshots of
the developed prototype and its functionality.
During this process it highlighted a number of aspects that were considered before
implementation began of the main application.
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Development
The prototype application helped highlight that a basic functional application is an important
stepping stone. It was often the case during the prototype development, advanced
functionality implementation was attempted before a basic version of the app was created.
As such development time was wasted without progression within the app as a whole. In turn
it highlighted that an approach that saw incremental steps taken within the app development
would be important when developing the main application.
Research
Conducting thorough research into each aspect that the developer wished to implement was
also identified. App development presents many methods of implementing a function. By
conducting thorough research, the appropriate solution to a problem can be implemented
with ease.
Planning
During the development of the prototype, creating a basic functioning application was the
main consideration. As such the development was unstructured and disjointed which in turn
led to issues. The first being that the functionality that each object potentially needed was
not looked at. In turn some entities could not access certain methods that they needed to
implement and as a result duplicate code arose.
In order to avoid these problems within the main application, a development methodology
was used. This methodology helped alleviate some of the problems that occurred during the
prototype development and is discussed in the next section in detail.
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5.4 Agile Implementation
The agile development methodology which was implemented within the application was
SCRUM. SCRUM is an iterative and incremental agile software development framework for
managing product development (Wikipedia, 2016). This framework is broken into three
sections as identified in figure 16.

Figure 16- SCRUM (ScrumAlliance, 2016)
SCRUM allows complex projects to be broken down into simple tasks that when completed
create part of a potentially shippable product. SCRUM offers key advantages when developing
software as it allows for continual testing of the software along with the ease of integrating
possible software changes during development.
This framework was used along with the user stories obtained within the analysis section, to
create a product backlog. The product backlog identifies a wish list of aspects or
functionalities to be included within the application. The list of product backlogs is then taken
in turn to plan each sprint. A sprint is a unit of work that defines what is to be built along with
a design and flexible plan that will guide the developer during implementation. Sprints can be
broken down further into smaller sprints if necessary. As such the user stories were broken
down into sprints as a plan for development (Scrumguides.org, 2016).
Table 8 outlines the sprints implemented within the development of the app. Some of these
sprints were broken down into smaller sprints to help with the development and planning.
Due to the developer’s lack of experience in software development, the implementation
stages are not in a preferable order. The initial development stages focused on creating a
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functional app and then incrementally adding additional features and functions. As such the
database integration was not implemented until sprint 9. Had the developer had more
experience in database integration, it would have been better to implement the database at
an earlier stage in the development. This would have meant that the functionalities added
would have been initially written incorporating the database from the start. As such many of
the functions written at the early stages of implementation had to be amended at a later
stage to incorporate the database.
Sprints

Implementation

1

XML designs created – Designs of each activity were created within Android Studio.

2

Fragment pages coded – Supported basic functionality and displayed temporary
examples of products.

3

Web scraping functionality – Implementing the library Jsoup to enable prices to be
scraped from webpages.

4

Product to support multiple webpages – Enabling each product to support multiple
webpages to track prices from.

5

Price checking – checks the prices of multiple websites.

6

Context menu options – Enabling context menus on products and webpages.

7

Service to support background price checking – allows prices to be checked when
the application is closed.

8

Alerts - Alerts the user if the price has lowered.

9

Database integration – enabling a database to store product and website data.

10

Graph functionality – displays a graph using price data recorded over time.

11

Error Handling – Handles errors when a price cannot be found or a webpage no
longer exists.

Table 8- Sprint Outline
5.4.1 Sprint 1
The initial sprint looked a creating the basic layout of the app activities within Android Studio.
These activities were programmed using XML and Android Studio’s user interface.
App_bar.xml – This file presents the toolbar that is seen on the top of each activity. This is
held in a separate xml file and then included within the activity_main. This ensures that the
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main toolbar can be edited in one place without the need for duplication or editing within
multiple layouts. As such this creates consistency across the activities.
Activity_main.xml – This file has three main components, app_bar, content_main and a fab
button. These components were created and adjusted to ensure they matched both the size
and location as with the design. Figure 17 shows the xml used to define the fab button. Each
component was given an id in order to ensure easy identification when linking them with the
java files.

Figure 17 – Fab XML code
Content_main.xml – This file operates as a container within the main_activity. It was
programmed to enable a swipe function. As such when the app and functionality was
completed this allowed the screen to be pulled down to refresh the prices of the products
stored.
List_row.xml – This file was created to represent a product that a user would add to the app.
This would be displayed in a list on the main screen and is described in Android as a fragment.
Figure 18 depicts how the listrow fragment would then be shown in the content_main.
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Content_main.xml

Listrow.xml

Figure 18- Listrow and content_main layouts

Fragment_product_view.xml – This file presents the layout of the product detail once a
fragment has been selected from the main screen. This layout was depicted in the design
section and shows all the necessary information about the product selected. The coding for
this layout was an adapted version from TutorialBaba (Android Studio App Development
Tutorials, 2016).
5.4.2 Sprint 2
The second sprint looked at the Java coding needed in order to create the functionality in and
between the activities. The basic classes were created and programmed to link textviews and
other attributes within the xml files to variables or resources within java. In order to support
the display of an image for a product, Picasso (Picasso, 2009) was selected. Picasso is a java
library that supports the retrieval and display of an image using a web url. This in turn
minimises the need to store images within the application.
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A product class was created in order to store information as outlined in the product table
within the design section. A storage class was also created in order to enable an array list and
its functions to be used. Finally a product adapter class was created which allowed a view to
be created for each product within the array list. This also enabled the selection function of a
product to be implemented which would then show the product detail activity. This
essentially retrieves the position of a product selected in the array list and starts an intent for
the new activity with the product selected. This is shown in figure 19.

Figure 19- New Activity Launch
5.4.3 Sprint 3
This sprint looked at adding the main functionality to the app. This process of web scraping
was outlined within the analysis section as well as the possible methods of implementation.
As such Jsoup (Hedley, 2009) was selected due to its functionality with java and the online
documentation to support implementation.
Jsoup was used to scrape all elements from a webpage entered by an end user which were
stored in a map. This map was then stored in lists in order for the user to select the
appropriate element for each attribute including image, title and price. The image map was
filtered in order to store images found on a website. The algorithm used is outlined in Figure
20.

Figure 20- Image Algorithm
Initially both the title and price lists displayed all elements retrieved from a website entered.
This created an issue whereby the number of elements a user had to select from was vast. In
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turn it would have taken a long time to find the appropriate one. As such a method of filtering
the results for both the price and title was required.
In terms of the title and price, an analysis of these elements on webpages took place in order
to find attributes that made them unique on a webpage but also to find similarities across
other websites. In order to help with this, the top 10 online retailer websites were reviewed
along with the top 5 ecommerce platforms (Retail Week, 2016) (Ecommerce Platforms, 2014).
This analysis is depicted in the tables in Appendix 8. The information gained provided a good
basis to create an algorithm to extract elements relevant to the title and the price of a
product. Figure 21 shows the algorithms used for to filter these elements.
Price Algorithm

Title Algorithm

Figure 21 Price and Title Algorithms
Each map was then added to a list which is shown in a dialogue to the user. The user can then
select the appropriate element for each attribute from a list. Figure 20 displays an example
of the three lists as shown in the app.
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Figure 22 Image, title and price lists
Following a user’s selection a product would be created and added to the fragment list.
5.4.4 Sprint 4
Sprint 4 focused on an incremental update to sprint 3. This looked at decoupling of a product
and a website to allow multiple websites to be tracked for each website. As such this
progression is in line with the database structure outlined in the design section.
Firstly a separate class was created to support a website object. This included the variables
outlined for the website / item table. As such each product could now support and store
multiple websites. In order to allow additional websites to be added and presented, an update
to the product detail activity occurred.
This involved a modification of the web scraping functionality and alert dialog user interface.
As a product would already have been added, only a price and a web address would need to
be stored. As such a function was added in the form of a fab button that allowed for a user to
enter a web address that also sold a particular product that had already been added. The user
would then presented with a list of possible prices from that site to select the appropriate
one.
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In order to present this to the user within the product detail section, a list view was added to
the previously created fragment_product_view.xml. This in turn was coded to allow the
connection between the java functionality and user interface.
5.4.5 Sprint 5
Sprint 5 looked at the second aspect of the web scraping functionality which involved
retrieving the price of a product already added to the app. This firstly required an async task
to allow this process to complete in the background of the application. This process using
jsoup, retrieved the css selector stored for each website and checked to see if a new price
was found. Upon retrieval it then began the process of comparing the previous lower price
against the new price found. If a new low price was found, it would then update the current
price and percentage difference for that product and update the user interface.
5.4.6 Sprint 6
This sprint looked at adding context menus for each fragment on the main screen and the
webpages on the product detail screen. On the main screen each fragment had the following
options, delete, update and open in browser.
The delete function, deleted a product and its associated webpages from the app. The update
option would call the process that checked a product’s webpages to see if there had been a
price change. Finally the open in browser option would open the webpage where the product
was priced the lowest.
5.4.7 Sprint 7
One of the requirements set out within the analysis stage was to ensure that price checks
took place autonomously. To achieve this an extension of the service class was used. A service
is a component that runs in the background completing developer defined operations without
interaction from the user. This service will complete the price checking of all products and
websites on a regular basis defined by the user. This service functions even if the main
application is closed.
Before the service could be implemented the interval timing from which the user can select
how often the system checks the prices was coded. This function was affixed to the
hamburger button found on the app toolbar. Upon selection a pop up menu can be viewed,
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offering the 1, 3, 7 day checks using the service. These interval checks were gained from the
questionnaire results which identified the research periods used by the respondents.
Following the implementation of the settings menu, the service function was then
implemented. The service preformed the same function as outlined in sprint 5 but on an
interval basis as defined by the user in the settings menu. An alarm manager along with the
user defined time, controlled how often the price check function took place. An alarm
manager enables the system to perform time based operations outside the lifetime of the
application (Developer.android.com, 2016). In order to support with the use of times within
the application, Joda-Time (Colebourne, 2002) was selected. This library provided more
accurate timings and is preferred within android apps.
5.4.8 Sprint 8
Sprint 8 was involved the creation of a simple alert function. This function worked in
conjunction with the service implemented in sprint 7 to alert the user as to when a new low
price was achieved or a target price was found. This in turn creates a sound and presents
notification within the alert section of the device.
5.4.9 Sprint 9
As outlined in the design section, a database is used in order to store product and website
data within the app but up to this point, the data within the application was stored in
container entities such as array lists.
In order to implement the database, a DBHelper class was created to outline the database
tables and attributes. SQLite is the database version that comes built in with Android and was
used within the App.
Once the necessary tables were created, all functionality that previously used within the app
was updated to support with database interaction.
5.4.10 Sprint 10
A graph feature was outlined in the design section in order to present the results retrieved in
a graphical form. In order to support this function, an external library was used.
MPAdroidChart (Jahoda, 2016) was chosen for the functionalities it presented which could be
incorporated into the app. MPAdroidChart allowed the tracked prices to be presented in a
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line graph over a period of time whilst showing the price at each tracked point. It also allowed
for the user to zoom in and out, to provide a better look at price trends over various periods
of time.
In order to do this, a graph activity was created along with the associated xml page. The key
issue experienced within this sprint was not the format of the graph itself but the data to be
inserted. A functional graph that depicted the lowest price for a product over a period of time
was needed.
Each time a website price is updated, the system sends a price object to the price table. As
such this in some cases could result in multiple prices being stored each day for a website.
This proved to be the most difficult challenge to incorporate. Data could be filtered for each
product to find the lowest price per day using SQL (Stackoverflow.com, 2016) but limited the
points on a graph between those dates. As such it was decided to create this function
programmatically.
This was achieved by first finding the lowest price from a given list of websites. This function
then checks through the prices in a reverse order i.e. most recent to oldest. It does this by
checking all websites for the next lowest price that has a timestamp before the price
previously found. It then checks to see the number of days between the last price and the
new lowest price found. If there is not more than one day between the two prices it will not
be added, as essentially only one price per day is needed for the graph. It continues this
process until the number of days between the two prices is one or more. If the difference is
one, it simply adds the new lowest price. If the difference is greater than one, it the looks to
add the lowest price for the number of days found between the last price and the new lowest
price. This function is required as the number of times a price is retrieved by system can vary
depending on the action of the user and the system.
As such the points shown on the graph will be gained from data found within the database
and also system created points to fill in the days where no prices were retrieved. Figure 23
shows a potential graph with no filler points whilst figure 24 shows the final implemented
graph example.
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Figure 23 – Graph with no filler points

Figure 24- Graph implemented
5.4.11 Sprint 11
Finally the issue of errors was addressed within the application. Webstores can often alter
the structure and naming of pages and elements. As such this creates an issue when trying to
retrieve elements from a particular site.
In order to resolve this situation, it was decided a method to highlight to the end user that an
error occurred was needed. Websites that the user stored for a particular product are
presented in the product detail activity in the form of grey bars. As such it was decided that
this would be the best way to present the errors.
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If an issue occurred during retrieval, the website bar would change colour to red and also
present a warning symbol. Figure 25 outlines the design of the product detail activity if an
error occurred.

Figure 25- Error Alerts
In order to implement this, an additional attribute was added to the website / item table
within the database which allowed an error to be stored. As such after the attempted retrieval
of prices from the websites stored, the system would be able to set an error within the
database if required. When the product detail view is loaded, it would check whether each
site had an error and adjust the view accordingly.
This error code would also be checked when loading a context menu for the sites. If an error
was present, an additional menu option which allows the user to fix the error would be
presented. It loads the same functionality as used when adding a site to a product but it would
automatically load the web address from which an error was detected into the edit text area.
The user can then alter the web address and select the appropriate price variable to update
the product. This in turn would update and remove the error within the product detail activity.
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The second issue that was resolved in this sprint was in relation to website entry. The system
is developed in line with scraping many of the top online retail stores and platforms. As such
errors could occur with many online stores which were not tested. In order to resolve this
situation it was important to allow the user to contact the developer with an issue that
occurred. As such an extra button was implemented and added to the dialogs within the
application. It enables the user to report a fault on a particular dialog and report it to the
developer via email. The system extracts the webpage entered as well as the dialog from
which the user selected the button e.g. Image, title, and price. In turn once the user selects
the appropriate application from which the data can be sent, it is then populated with the
data retrieved from the price tracker. This meets a user requirement outlined in the analysis
stage.

5.5 Summary
This chapter outlined the development methodology and key sprints used to implement the
application. Each sprint was discussed and outlined the key features that were implemented
with app screenshots and sample snippets of code presented to illustrate the
implementation.
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Testing and Evaluation
6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the testing process that took place following the implementation of
the app. It includes a presentation of the results gained from both functional testing as well
as the results from a second research questionnaire. Finally an analysis of these results is
presented to form an evaluation of the application developed.

6.2 Internal Testing
Testing was completed during every sprint to ensure each function that was implemented
was at a ready state. As such after each sprint the app had additional components leading
towards a shelf ready app once all components were complete. In order to test the app
further, testing was conducted in two areas including cross-device and platform version
testing. As such the goal from this was to achieve an app that can be accessed via multiple
android devices and android versions.
6.2.1 Device and Platform Testing
In order to test the functionalities across multiple devices and android version, two devices
were used. A Galaxy S7 mobile device running android 6.0.1 and nexus 10 emulator running
android 5.1. In order to test the app, the set of functionalities found within the app were
recorded along with aesthetics and UI criteria. As such the functionalities, as well as a
consistent display can be tested across the aforementioned devices and platforms.
In order to test the price scraping functionality, an ecommerce style website was needed. The
developer had access to an ecommerce website in order to test the app functionality. The key
issues when testing the application was to ensure that the application would perform as
expected and deal with errors that occurred appropriately.
The criteria and test results are outlined in Appendix 9. It shows that the mobile application
“Price Tracker” passed all elements of criteria and as such the mobile application presents
itself as a solid mobile price tracking application.
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6.3 External Testing
In order to test the application from an end users perspective, the application was provided
to the group of initial respondents who agreed to take part in testing the final application.
The results of the tests were retrieved through a second research questionnaire issued during
the testing.
6.3.1 Test Research Questionnaire
Each tester was contacted to see whether they required a device to support the application.
As such six already had an android device to run the program and four needed a device. In
turn the users without a device were given a tablet for 2 days. This device was then collected
and provided to the next tester you also required one. Each tester was also supplied with a
questionnaire to complete, once they had tested the application. The test questionnaire and
user guide are presented in appendix 10 and 11.
6.3.2 Question 1
The first question focused on the testers view on the main activity screen. This included the
look, feel and functionality.
100% either agreed or strongly agreed that the layout, colour scheme and text was simple,
suitable and easily read. This result was expected as many of the preferred user interface
aspects were gained from the original questionnaire. Many of the testers also found the
product addition function was extremely simple to use as well as the function that sets how
often a price check is completed.
The long press context menu features were also popular and all respondents strongly agreed
that they functioned as expected. However in the comments section, 2 respondents
highlighted that a side swipe function would be easier to use when deleting an item. This
function is popular in many messaging and email apps. As such this would be taken as a
recommendation.
6.3.3 Question 2
Question 2 focused on the product detail activity which presents the detail about a specific
product a user selected. Again 100 % of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the layout
and overall user interface was simple and easy to use. This was also true about the function
that allowed the user to add a website to a product.
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All respondents strongly agreed that the graph was appropriate and that the long press
options worked.
One respondent made an additional comment that a back button would have been useful.
Generally within android devices, this button option is not needed due to a button being
present on the hardware itself to go to the previous screen.
6.3.4 Question 3
Question 3 focused on the alerts received by the end user during testing. In order to test this
feature, the application provided to the testers was preloaded products and websites. As such
a product found on the developer’s website was added. This enabled the price of a product
to be decreased in order to trigger an alert on the user’s phone. The developer then created
a price notification on the end users phone by dropping the price of a tracked product during
a user’s testing period.
Eight respondents said they received an alert on the phone regrading a price drop. One said
they did not receive any alerts and one was unsure. Of the numbers that received an alert,
none said that it came from a product that they added. This result was expected due to both
the short testing time each respondent had along with minimal chance a price decrease would
occur in that time period.
6.3.5 Question 4
Question 4 aimed to gauge the viability of the application within the wider market. As such
seven respondents said that they would use the app and three were unsure. Although the
sample size was small, this still resulted in a high percentage of respondents that felt they
would continue to use the mobile application. But it could be said that this was to be expected
as they had already shown an interest in the product by agreeing to test the application upon
completion.

6.4 Summary
This chapter firstly outlined the in-house testing that took place. This testing focused on the
functionality aspect of the app across multiple devices and software versions. As a result it
provided a comprehensive outline that demonstrated that the implementation of the
functionalities was successful.
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The results of a second questionnaire were then presented following the completion of end
user testing. The results on the whole were very positive which means the user requirements
identified in the analysis chapter were successfully implemented. Also some
recommendations for possible improvements were identified and presented.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Introduction
This chapter firstly outlines the work carried out from the initial problem through to the
implementation of the system and critically assesses the results to ascertain whether the app
was a success. The success was dependent on whether the project successfully achieved its
aim and objectives that were outlined. It concludes by presenting possible improvements and
additional features that could be made to the application.

7.2 Project Summary
An initial research study was conducted into the current economic situation as well consumer
purchase behaviour. The findings of this research highlighted the key aspects of a consumer’s
behaviour when purchasing a product as well the problem faced when trying to track a
product’s price across multiple webstores before purchase.
An analysis of the current solutions to price tracking was then presented. This highlighted that
small webstores could potentially offer a lower priced product but they could not be tracked
using current solutions. As such this presented a key issue in which the intended application
was to resolve.
An analysis of the potential application platforms was then presented. An application that
could be developed for a mobile device was seen as the preferred solution. A mobile
application was proven to be one of the most popular ways in which a user researches
products to buy. As well as this it offered the potential access to a large user set and instant
user notification. In turn the Android platform was identified as the most appropriate mobile
platform for which the app should be developed. The Android operating system offered the
largest potential user base due to its superior market share in the mobile market.
The issue of price extraction was then discussed including the possible solutions. As a result
web scraping was deemed the most appropriate to deal with the issue of retrieving the price
of a product from the majority of websites. A review of the possible web scraping libraries
was then analysed and highlighted Jsoup as the most functionally appropriate.
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A competitive analysis of the price tracking applications available on the market was then
presented. A total of four apps were examined to help identify a list of possible
recommendations which were then used within a research questionnaire administered to a
group of shoppers. The respondents provided essential feedback and recommendations with
regards to the app’s interface and functionality. Through these two studies, a list of functional
and non-functional requirements was constructed which would be incorporated in the design
of the app.
The design of the application was influenced by the Google’s material design methodology
and user preferences outlined in the research questionnaire. As such the design of the
application was focused on these two areas to ensure the end user would have a positive
interaction with the app. Design mock-ups were then created in the form of sketches and
then digital designs. These mock-ups included key aspects of the user interface construction
including layout, colour scheme and font. The key functionalities within the user interface
were then explored and outlined through the use of storyboards as well as the identification
of the languages to be used including the necessary libraries. A database design was then
presented which outlined the key entities and attributes that were needed to support with
data storage within the app. Finally the main classes needed within the app were outlined
and described.
Once the design section was completed the app was ready for implementation. The
implementation involved breaking the application down into small manageable tasks. These
tasks were known as sprints and are based on agile methodology. As such the project had
eleven main sprints that were often broken down further. Each sprint allowed for a specific
piece of the project to be implemented and tested before confirming it as a ship ready
component of the final project. Once these sprints were completed, the first fully functional
version of the app was ready for testing and evaluation.
In-house and external testing were completed, to fully evaluate the finished app. Although
each function was tested during each sprint stage of the implementation, it was deemed
necessary to complete a final in-house check. The in-house check focused on the key elements
within the app and tested each one. Following this, a second research questionnaire was
conducted with respondents who agreed from the previous study. This study contained four
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questions, in order to understand a user’s view on the look and feel of the app as well as the
functionality. Additional feedback was also gained from the respondents through the
comments section at the end of the questionnaire.

7.3 Results Assessment
A list of functional and non-functional requirements was compiled for the app based on the
recommendations made by the respondents of the initial research questionnaire. These
requirements have been fully implemented in the completed version of the “Price Tracker”
app.
The results of the in-house testing proved that the system achieved a fully functional design
that could operate on multiple devices and Android versions. The second research
questionnaire confirmed that the user requirements had been met as the respondent’s
evaluation of the app was extremely positive. As such this indicated that the project was
implemented successfully based on the initial recommendations.

7.4 Objective and Achievements
The five objectives defined at the start of the project have been achieved:
1) Research was carried out on the problem and as such provided sufficient information
to justify why a mobile solution proved to be an adequate solution.
2) Competitive analysis was conducted by examining four applications available on the
market. This analysis helped contribute to the functional and user interface
requirements.
3) A research questionnaire was administered to a group of shoppers. The results of this
proved decisive in gaining the functional and non-functional requirements of the app.
4) A simple, intuitive design was created and implemented, that incorporated the
necessary functionality set out by the end users.
5) A second testing questionnaire was administered to a group of respondents who
previously agreed to test the system. Their evaluation indicated that the app
successfully implemented their recommendations.
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7.5 Recommendations
Recommendations for future improvements and development work are as follows:


The app could incorporate all user entered product data in a central database.
Currently users only have access to products and websites they have added to their
app. By creating a centralised database users will be able to add products and websites
that other users have already entered. This saves time for the user as they no longer
will need to search for additional websites that sell a particular product that they are
interested in.



Monetization of the app could be incorporated by working with major online retailers.
As such the application would have direct access to a list of products sold on a
particular webstore(s) to select from and track on their application. A fee could then
be charged to the supplier for each referral or the incorporation of their product range
into the application.



The design and interaction of the application could be further developed in line with
the material design methodology. Currently the components within the application
are static. Material design prefers movement of components on the user interface to
engage the user during interaction. As such this could be implemented within the app.
This was mentioned by users who completed the testing questionnaire.



Include additional currencies within the application. Currently only the British pound
is supported but the app could easily support other currencies.
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7.6 Summary
The project aimed at providing online shoppers with the means to track the prices of products
from a vast array of online webstores and alert them as to when a new low price has been
found or a desired price point has been reached. It did this by successfully creating a mobile
price tracking app for Android devices. A suitable design was created through competitive
analysis findings and recommendations gained through a research questionnaire. The app
was then successfully implemented, tested and finally evaluated with great success by end
users.
Overall the project achieved its overall aim and objectives as well as meeting the
requirements of the end user. As such, a functional, user friendly price tracking application
has been created that can be launched on the google play store.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Rich Picture Diagram of the Problem
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Appendix 2: HTML Parser Comparison

(Wikipedia, 2016)
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Appendix 3: Rich Picture Diagram of the Solution

Higher percentage of
online retailers

New mobile tracking app where the online
shopper can navigate to multiple webstores
selling a particular product without
restriction. The users then select the
appropriate information on the page. As a
result the app can then scrape the
information needed and store it e.g. Product
name, URL, price etc

The application will continue
to scrape this information. If
a new low price or desired
level has been achieved, it
will notify the user.

I want to track a product’s
price across multiple
websites and be alerted
when a new low price or
desired level has been
reached.
Online Shoppers
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Appendix 4: Questionnaire
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Appendix 5: UI Design Sketches
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Appendix 6: Storyboards
Main Activity Storyboards

Add Product

User selects the “add
product” button on the
bottom right side of
the screen.

User is prompted to
enter the product URL
from which they wish
to track the price

User is presented with
a list of titles from
which they can select
the appropriate one

User is presented with
a list of images from
the product website
entered from which
they can select the
appropriate one

User is presented with
a list of prices from
which they can select
the appropriate one

System creates a
product container
along with a website
container and then
presents the product
in the main screen

System retrieves all
elements and their
appropriate CSS
selectors from the
website entered

System fills separate
lists for the images,
titles and prices based
on specific information
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Long press menu functions

User long presses on
a product and is
presented with a
context menu

User selects Delete
product option

System deletes the
product entry and
updates the fragment
list on the main screen

User selects Update
product option

System retrieves the url’s and CSS
selector‘s for all websites relating to
that product. It then checks to see if
the prices have changed and updates
them within the product fragment
detail view. It then checks to see if a
new low price has been found and
updates the product fragment list with
the appropriate details and alerts the
user if necessary.

User selects Open in
browser option

System retrieves the
url for the website
where the product is
priced the lowest and
presents it in the
device’s web browser.
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Hamburger Button

User selects the
hamburger bottom on
the top right side of
the main screen

Home Button

User selects the
settings option and is
presented with an
option to enter the
frequency that price
checks take place.

System updates the
price frequency check
settings for the
application and its
products.

Home Button

User selects the home
button on the top left
hand side

User is returned to the
main product fragment
list screen

Pull down to refresh

User swipes down on
the main product
fragment list screen

System retrieves the url’s and CSS
selector‘s for all websites relating to
that product. It then checks to see if
the prices have changed and updates
them within the product fragment
detail view. It then checks to see if a
new price low price has been found
and updates the product fragment with
the appropriate details and alerts the
user if necessary.
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Product Detail Fragment View Storyboards
Adding a website

User selects the “add
website” button on the
bottom right side of
the screen.

System creates a
website container for
that product to hold
the price, url and css
selector.

User is prompted to
enter the product URL
from which they wish
to track a price

User is presented with
a list of prices from
which they can select
the appropriate one

System retrieves all
elements and their
appropriate CSS
selectors from the
website entered

System fills a list of
the prices and the
CSS selectors

Setting alert price

User enters a desired
price in the target
price box

System alerts the user
as to when this price
or a lower one has
been reached

Price Graph

User selects the price
graph button

System retrieves the
lowest price of a
product over a period
of time

User is presented with
a graph displaying the
lowest prices of a
product over a period
of time
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Long press menu functions

User long presses on
a website and is
presented with a
context menu

User selects Delete
website option

System deletes the
website entry from the
list. If it is the last
website the system
also deletes the
product from the main
menu.

User selects graph
option

System retrieves the tracked prices for
that particular website over a period of
time.

User selects Open in
browser option

System retrieves the
url for the website and
presents it in the
device’s web browser.

User is presented with
a graph displaying the
prices tracked for a
website over a period
of time.
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Appendix 7: Prototype
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Appendix 8: CssSelector keywords by retailers and platform
Top 10 Online Retailers UK
Retailer
Amazon
Tesco
Argos
John Lewis
Next
Asda
Sainsburys
Littlewoods
Ocado
Carphone Warehouse

Keyword in CssSelector
title
title
H2
title
title (desktop site)
title
title
title
title
title

Top Ecommerce Platforms UK
Platform
Bigcommerce
Shopify
Volusion
3dCart
Magento

Keyword in CssSelector
title
title
title
title
name
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Appendix 9: Testing criteria and results
Samsung S7

Nexus 10 Emulator













































Report a problem
Add a product:
Image report
Title report
Price report
Email client with data retrieved
Test email













Add a website:
Price report
Email client with data retrieved
Test email









Main Screen:
Delete product
Open in browser







Product Detail Screen:
Delete product
Open in browser







UI Display
Layout Fills the Display
Components in a consistent location
Colour consistent
Font consistent
Functionality
Add a product
Website entry
Image presentation / selection
Title presentation / selection
Price presentation / selection
Web scraping functionality
Product added
Landscape Disabled
Navigation
Product detail screen
Home Button function
Add a site
Website entry
Price presentation / selection
Web scraping functionality
Site added
Landscape Disable

Context Menus
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Settings Menu









Main screen updated:
Website updated





Price updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Percentage updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Product detail screen updated:
Website updated





Price updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Percentage updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Websites updated





Main screen updated:
Website updated





Price updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Percentage updated
Green lower
Red Higher









1 day selection
3 days selection
7 days selection
Web Scraping
Pulldown to refresh

Context Menu Product
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Black the same price





Product detail screen updated:
Website updated





Price updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Percentage updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Websites updated





Main screen updated:
Website updated





Price updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Percentage updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Product detail screen updated:
Website updated





Price updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Percentage updated
Green lower
Red Higher
Black the same price











Websites updated











Service

Notifications
Price Decrease
Sound
Alert
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Price Increase
No Sound
No Alert







Target Price
Sound
Alert (custom message)







Product Detail Page
Price Track Graph Button





Webpage Context Menu





Webpage no longer exists





Webpage no longer available





Price no longer exists





Webpages with error show in red with
alert sign





Context Menu Available





Fix Item Context Option
Dialog with previous url
Webpage Updated











Graph

Error Handling

Product Detail Page

Websites return to grey and warning
symbol removed.
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Appendix 10: Testing Questionnaire
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Appendix 11: User Guide
Price tracker is a mobile application that allows you to track the prices of products from online
webstores. In turn it then updates you the user when a new low price is found or a target
price you have set has been met. The following guide outlines the main functions and features
within the application to assist you with its use.
Adding a product
In order to add a product, you need to have copied a website link from a browser for a product
you wish to track. Once this is done please complete the following steps
1) On the main home screen select the “+” button on the bottom right side of the screen
2) Press and hold on the text entry area and select paste from the options menu that
appears and click OK
3) You will then be presented with a list of possible product images to select. Please
select and appropriate image from the list provided and click OK.
4) Next select an appropriate title and click OK
5) Finally select the price associated for the item and click OK.
6) This will create a product within the main screen with the details you have selected.
Adding an additional website for a product
Adding an additional website to a product will enable the system to track multiple prices from
sites that sell a product you are interested in. Please ensure you have copied a website
address to your clipboard to allow entry within the app.
1) On the main screen select the product you want to add an additional website to. You
will then be presented with the product detail screen and from here please select the
red “+” button on the bottom right side of the screen.
2) Press and hold on the text entry area and select paste from the options menu that
appears and click OK
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3) You will then be presented with a list of prices to select from the website entered.
Please select the one that is appropriate to the product and click OK.
4) An additional website will now show as a grey bar in the product detail screen and will
be tracked by the system
Price checking frequency
The app allows the user to set how often the system checks for price updates. Please follow
the steps below to adjust the frequency.
1) Select the hamburger button on the top right hand side of the screen
2) Select the appropriate option from the popup window
Product options
Each product has a number of menu options associated with it. To access these functions
please ensure you are on the main product page of the app and follow the steps detailed
below:
1) Press and hold on a certain product that you wish to access the options for
2) Select one of the following options
-

Open in browser – This option opens the mobile web browser within the device and
presents the website that currently offers the product selected at the lowest price.

-

Delete – This option deletes the product and its associated websites.

-

Update – This option updates the product by checking each of the associated websites
and then updates the pricing if necessary.
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Website options
Each website has a number of menu options associated with it. To access these functions
please select a product from the main product page of the app which will then present the
product detail screen. Please follow the steps detailed below:
3) Press and hold on a particular website shown as a grey bar in the middle of the screen.
You will then be presented with a menu outlining a number of options.
4) Select one of the following options:
-

Open in browser – This option opens the mobile web browser within the device and
presents the website that the user has selected.

-

Delete – This option deletes the website from the product.

Target Price
This system allows a target price to be set for each product. This can be accessed by selecting
a product you wish to set the target price for and entering the target price on the product
detail page. This will then provide a custom alert once this price has been met.
Error Handling
No image, title or price option
When adding an initial product website or an additional website, the system may not return
any results for the images, titles or prices. As such in order to help with the problem, you the
user can report an issue. On each dialog there is an option to report an issue. Please select
this option and select an appropriate application to send an email to the developer regarding
the error. All details regarding the error are already pre-defined, so you the user can simply
send the email. The developer aims to review all errors and reply with a suitable answer.
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Red Website Bar
Websites from which you have entered can often change which ultimately can cause errors
to occur within the application. When the system checks for price updates it handles these
errors by highlighting the appropriate ones in red with a warning symbol within the product
detail screen. As such this signifies to you the user that an error occurred. In order to resolve
this problem please complete the following steps.
1) Press and hold on a particular website shown as a red bar and a warning symbol in the
middle of the screen. You will then be presented with a menu outlining a number of
options.
2) Please select the Fix item option which will present a dialog with the website’s
address. Please select OK.
3) You should then be presented with a list of product prices from that page. If the
appropriate price is there, please select it and click OK. However if the dialog returns
no prices or the associated price is no longer available, further action is required. You
the user can either enter a new address where the product can be located from that
site and select the appropriate price or you can choose to delete the item. Many online
products can go out of stock or be discontinued which results in their price being
removed from the site.
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